Dynamic actin patterns and Arp2/3 assembly at the substrate-attached surface of motile cells.
In the cortical region of motile cells, the actin network rapidly reorganizes as required for movement in various directions and for cell-to-substrate adhesion. The analysis of actin network dynamics requires the combination of high-resolution imaging with a specific fluorescent probe that highlights the filamentous actin structures in live cells. Combining total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy with a method for labeling actin filaments, we analyze the dynamics of actin patterns in the highly motile cells of Dictyostelium. A rapidly restructured network of single or bundled actin filaments provides a scaffold for the assembly of differentiated actin complexes. Recruitment of the Arp2/3 complex characterizes stationary foci with a lifetime of 7-10 s and traveling waves. These structures are also formed in the absence of myosin-II. Arp2/3-actin assemblies similar to those driving the protrusion of a leading edge form freely at the inner face of the plasma membrane. The actin system of highly motile cells runs far from equilibrium and generates a multitude of patterns within a dynamic filamentous network. Traveling waves are the most complicated patterns based on recruitment of the Arp2/3 complex. They are governed by the propagated induction of actin polymerization. We hypothesize that the actin system autonomously generates primordia of specialized structures such as phagocytic cups or lamellipodia. These primordia would represent an activated state of the actin system and enable cells to respond within seconds to local stimuli by chemotaxis or phagocytic-cup formation.